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Abstract

We experimentally study the spin dynamics in a gadolinium iron garnet single crystal using

broadband ferromagnetic resonance. Close to the ferrimagnetic compensation temperature, we

observe ultrastrong coupling of clockwise and counterclockwise magnon modes. The magnon-

magnon coupling strength reaches almost 40% of the mode frequency and can be tuned by varying

the direction of the external magnetic field. We theoretically explain the observed mode-coupling

as arising from the broken rotational symmetry due to a weak magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The

effect of this anisotropy is exchange-enhanced around the ferrimagnetic compensation point.
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The strong and ultrastrong interaction of light and matter is foundational for circuit17

quantum electrodynamics [1–3]. The realizations of strong spin-photon [4–6] and magnon-18

photon [7–12] coupling have established magnetic systems as viable platforms for frequency19

up-conversion [13, 14] and quantum state storage [15]. Antiferromagnets and ferrimagnets20

further host multiple magnon modes. Their coupling allows for coherent control and en-21

gineering of spin dynamics for applications in magnonics [16, 17] and antiferromagnetic22

spintronics [18, 19].23

Recently, it has been shown [20–22] that the weak interlayer exchange interaction be-24

tween two magnetic materials can cause magnon-magnon coupling. However, the much25

stronger intrinsic exchange has not yet been leveraged for coupling phenomena. While the26

THz-frequency dynamics in antiferromagnets is challenging to address experimentally [23],27

the sublattice magnetizations in compensated ferrimagnets can be tuned to achieve GHz-28

frequency quasi-antiferromagnetic dynamics. Here, we report the experimental observation29

of ultrastrong exchange-enhanced magnon-magnon coupling in a compensated ferrimagnet30

with the coupling rate reaching up to 37% of the characteristic magnon frequency. We31

furthermore demonstrate that the coupling strength can be continuously tuned from the32

ultrastrong to the weak regime.33

We investigate spin dynamics, or equivalently the magnon modes, in a compensated,34

effectively two-sublattice ferrimagnet in the collinear state. Around its compensation tem-35

perature, this system can be viewed as a “quasi-antiferromagnet” due to its nearly identical36

sublattice magnetizations MA & MB. Figure 1 schematically depicts the typical spatially37

uniform spin dynamics eigenmodes of the system [25]. Within the classical description, these38

become clockwise (cw) and counterclockwise (ccw) precessing modes which correspond to39

spin-down and spin-up magnons, respectively, in the quantum picture. The key physics40

underlying our experiments is the tunable exchange-enhanced coupling, and the concomi-41

tant hybridization, between theses two modes. The essential ingredients - mode coupling42

and exchange-enhancement - are both intuitively understood within the quantum picture43

as follows. First, due to their opposite spins, a spin-up magnon can only be coupled to44

its spin-down counterpart by a mechanism that violates the conservation of spin along the45

sublattice magnetization, and thus magnon spin, direction [24]. Since angular momentum46

conservation is a consequence of rotational invariance or isotropy, an anisotropy about the47

magnon spin axis provides such a coupling mechanism. Achieving the equilibrium sublattice48
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FIG. 1. Classical and quantum representations of the magnetization dynamics in a two-sublattice

compensated ferrimagnet. The eigenmodes of the compensated ferrimagnet close to its compensa-

tion temperature are similar to that of an antiferromagnet since the sublattice magnetizations are

almost identical (we choose MA &MB). In the quantum picture, the classical modes with counter-

clockwise (ccw) and clockwise-precession (cw) are identified as spin-up and spin-down magnons.

The hybridized modes with linear polarization correspond to spin-zero magnons [24]. The angles

between the two sublattice magnetizations have been exaggerated for clarity.

magnetizations, or equivalently the magnon spin axis, to lie along directions with varying de-49

grees of local axial anisotropy allows to correspondingly vary the resultant magnon-magnon50

coupling. This explains the nonzero mode-coupling along with its tunability. However, the51

typically weak magnetocrystalline anisotropy may not be expected to yield observable effects52

and, therefore, has typically been disregarded. This is where exchange-enhancement in a53

quasi-antiferromagnet makes the crucial difference. The antiferromagnetic magnons, despite54

their unit net spin, are formed by large, nearly equal and opposite spins on the two sublat-55

tices [26]. The anisotropy-mediated mode coupling results from, and is proportional to, this56

large sublattice spin instead of the unit net spin, and is therefore strongly amplified. This57

amplification effect is termed exchange-enhancement within the classical description [26–28].58

In our corresponding experiments, we study the magnetization dynamics of a (111)-59

oriented single crystal Gd3Fe5O12 (gadolinium iron garnet, GdIG) disk by broadband mag-60

netic resonance (BMR) [29]. A schematic depiction of the setup is shown in Fig. 2(a).61

We use a vector network analyzer to record the complex transmission S21 as a function of62
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the microwave frequency f and the external magnetic field H0 applied in the (111)-plane.63

Our experiments are performed at T = 282 K, slightly below the ferrimagnetic compensation64

point Tcomp = 288 K, as determined by SQUID-magnetometry [30]. At this temperature, the65

resonance frequencies of the spin-up and spin-down modes are in the microwave frequency66

range.67

In Fig. 2(b), we show the normalized background-corrected field-derivative of S21 [31]68

recorded at fixed magnetic field magnitude µ0H0 = 0.58 T applied at ϕ = 90◦. As discussed69

later, this situation corresponds to H0 applied along an effectively axially symmetric (e.a.s.)70

direction. By fitting the data to Eq. (S7) [30], we extract the resonance frequencies f1 and71

f2 of the two observed resonances, their difference ∆fres and their linewidths κ1 and κ2.72

In Fig. 2(c) we show corresponding data and fits for ϕ = 0◦ and µ0H0 = 0.65 T, which73

corresponds to H0 applied along an axial symmetry broken (a.s.b.) direction, as explained74

below. Again, two resonances are observed. In contrast to the data in Fig. 2(b), the75

resonances are now clearly separated.76

We repeat these experiments for a range of magnetic field magnitudes H0 applied along77

the two directions (e.a.s. and a.s.b.) of interest. The obtained resonance frequencies are78

shown as symbols in Figs. 2(d) and (e). In the e.a.s. case shown in Fig. 2(d), we clearly79

observe two resonance modes. The first one follows ∂fres/∂H0 > 0 and is the spin-up80

mode f↑ and the second resonance with ∂fres/∂H0 < 0 is the spin-down mode f↓. The81

vertical dashed line corresponds to µ0H0 = 0.58 T where ∆fres is minimized and the data82

shown in Fig. 2(b) is obtained. The resonance frequencies are in excellent agreement with83

those obtained from numerical (see Supplemental Material [30]) and analytical (see below)84

solutions to the Landau-Lifshitz equation.85

When applying H0 along the a.s.b. axis, we obtain the resonance frequencies shown in86

Fig. 2(e). Here, we observe a more complex evolution of the resonance frequencies for two87

reasons. First, for µ0H0 / 0.4 T, the equilibrium net magnetization is titled away from H088

and varies with H0. Second, and crucially, f↑ and f↓ exhibit a pronounced avoided crossing.89

The dashed vertical line indicates the value of H0 of minimal ∆fres (c.f. Fig. 2(e)).90

We plot ∆fres and the half-width-at-half-maximum (HWHM) linewidths κ↑ and κ↓ as91

a function of the magnetic field H0 in Figs. 2(f) and (g) for the e.a.s. and a.s.b. cases,92

respectively. We find the mutual coupling strength gc/2π = min |∆fres/2| = 0.92 GHz93

for the e.a.s. case and gc/2π = 6.38 GHz for the a.s.b. configuration. In the former case,94
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic broadband ferromagnetic resonance (BMR) setup, with the GdIG disk

on the coplanar waveguide (CPW). The angle ϕ defines the in-plane direction of the magnetic

field H0. (b),(c) BMR spectra obtained for fixed magnetic field strengths applied along the (b)

effectively axially symmetric (e.a.s.) direction in the (111)-plane at ϕ = 90◦ (µ0H0 = 0.58 T) and

along the (c) axial symmetry broken (a.s.b.) axis ϕ = 0◦ (µ0H0 = 0.65 T) recorded at T = 282 K

(Tcomp = 288 K). The solid lines are fits to Eq. (S7) [30]. The resonance frequencies are indicated

by the red arrows and their difference is denoted as ∆fres. (d),(e) Mode frequencies vs. applied

magnetic field strength measured at T = 282 K where MGd & MFe. Open circles and triangles

denote measured resonance frequencies. The red dotted curves depict results of our analytical

model and the blue dashed lines are obtained by numerical simulation. Along the e.a.s. direction

ϕ = 90◦ (d), weak coupling is observed, whereas along the a.s.b. direction ϕ = 0◦ (e), we find

ultrastrong coupling (see text). The solid gray lines in (e) indicate the uncoupled case taken from

the analytical solution of panel (d). (f),(g) Linewidths κ/2π of the spin-up κ↑ and spin-down κ↓

modes, and resonance frequency splitting ∆fres/2 as a function of H0. The coupling strength gc/2π

is given by the minimum of ∆fres/2.
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gc . κ↑, κ↓ (c.f. Fig. 2(f)). Thus, the system is in the weak to intermediate coupling regime.95

For the a.s.b. case, the linewidths κ are at least three times smaller than gc. Hence the96

condition for strong coupling gc > κ↑, κ↓ is clearly satisfied. Furthermore, the extracted97

coupling rate of gc/2π = 6.38 GHz is comparable to the intrinsic excitation frequency fr =98

(f1 + f2)/2 = 17.2 GHz. The normalized coupling rate η = gc/(2πfr) [8, 32] evaluates99

to η = 0.37. Consequently, we observe magnon-magnon hybridization in the ultrastrong100

coupling regime [1]. Importantly, the measured gc is the intrinsic coupling strength between101

spin-up and spin-down magnons and is independent of geometrical factors, in particular,102

sample volume or filling factor. This is in stark contrast to the magnon-photon or cavity-103

mediated magnon-magnon coupling typically observed in spin cavitronics [8, 33–37].104

To demonstrate that the coupling is continuously tunable between the extreme cases105

discussed so far, we rotated H0 with fixed magnitude in the (111)-plane at T = 280 K.106

The background corrected transmission parameter (see Supplemental Material [30]) as a107

function of the angle ϕ is shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) for µ0H0 = 0.5 T and µ0H0 = 0.8 T,108

respectively. These magnetic field magnitudes correspond to H0 slightly below and above109

the hybridization point at T = 280 K (see Fig. S2 [30]). For both H0 values, we observe two110

resonances for each value of ϕ, where the lower resonance frequency depends strongly on ϕ111

while the upper one is nearly independent of ϕ. Overall, these results strongly indicate a112

ϕ-dependent level repulsion that allows to continuously adjust the coupling strength.113

To understand the coupling strength variation with ϕ, we analyze the cubic anisotropy114

landscape of our GdIG disk by plotting its magnetic free energy density F (c.f. Eq. (S9) [30])115

in Fig. 3(c). The applied field directions for the e.a.s. and a.s.b. cases are indicated by the116

two grey dots in Fig. 3(c). The sublattice magnetizations as well as the magnon spin axis are117

collinear with the applied field in our considerations. As derived rigorously below, coupling118

between the opposite-spin magnons is proportional to the degree of anisotropy in the free119

energy about the magnon spin axis [24]. Moreover, since they represent small and symmetric120

deviations of magnetization about the equilibrium configuration, the magnons can only sense121

anisotropy variations that are local and averaged over antiparallel directions. Considering122

the a.s.b. configuration first, if the magnetization deviates from equilibrium along the orange123

(white) arrows, it experiences an increase (a decrease) in energy. Therefore, the free energy124

change depends on the direction of deviation and the symmetry about the magnon spin axis125

in this configuration is clearly broken by anisotropy. This causes a non-zero mode-coupling126
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FIG. 3. Tunable coupling strength and anisotropy landscape. (a),(b) BMR-data obtained with

fixed magnetic field magnitudes with (a) µ0H0 = 0.5 T (below the hybridization point) and (b)

µ0H0 = 0.8 T (above the hybridization point) as a function of the H0-orientation ϕ in the (111)-

disk plane at T = 280 K. The blue dashed lines are the results from the numerical simulation.

(c) Colormap of the free energy density F for H0 = 0. The angles ϕA and θA denote the orientation

of MA, defined analogously to ϕ and θ in Fig. 2(a). The dashed horizontal line at θA = 90◦

corresponds to the (111)-disk plane. The orange and white arrows at the e.a.s. (ϕA = 90◦) and a.s.b.

(ϕA = 0◦) orientations point towards increasing and decreasing free energy density, respectively.

The [001]-direction denotes a crystalline hard axis (h.a.) and [1̄11] a crystalline easy axis (e.a.).

in the a.s.b. configuration. In contrast, for the e.a.s. configuration, an averaging over the127

two antiparallel directions results in a nearly vanishing and direction-independent change in128

the free energy, thereby effectively maintaining axial symmetry. This is prominently seen129

when considering the direction collinear with the orange and white arrows, which nearly130

cancel each other’s effect on averaging. This configuration is thus named effectively axially131
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symmetric (e.a.s.). The corresponding degree of axial anisotropy, and thus mode-coupling,132

varies smoothly with ϕ between these two extreme cases.133

The two key ingredients in the physics observed herein are (i) nonzero mode-coupling134

arising from violation of spin conservation by an axial anisotropy [24], and (ii) a strong135

amplification of the otherwise weak coupling via an exchange-enhancement effect character-136

istic of (quasi-)antiferromagnetic magnons [26]. We now present a minimalistic, analytically137

solvable model that brings out both these pillars underlying our experiments, and yields138

results in good agreement with our data (Fig. 2(d) and (e)). To this end, we employ a139

two-sublattice model, which corresponds to the net Fe- and Gd-sublattice in GdIG, within140

the Landau-Lifshitz framework and macrospin approximation, treating anisotropies as uni-141

axial to enable an analytical solution. In our experiments, both of the distinct anisotropy142

contributions considered here are provided by the cubic crystalline anisotropy of the mate-143

rial. Parameterizing the intersublattice antiferromagnetic exchange by J (> 0) and uniaxial144

anisotropies by K (> 0) and Ka, the free energy density Fm is expressed in terms of the145

sublattice A and B magnetizations MA,B, assumed spatially uniform, as

Fm =− µ0H0(MAz +MBz)∓K
(
M2

Az +M2
Bz

)
+Ka

(
M2

Ax +M2
Bx

)
+ JMA ·MB, (1)

where the first term is the Zeeman contribution due to the applied field H0ẑ. We further146

assume an appropriate hierarchy of interactions J � K � |Ka|, such that Ka terms do147

not influence the equilibrium configurations. The upper and lower signs in Eq. (1) above148

represent the cases of an applied field along easy and hard axes, respectively. The e.a.s.149

(a.s.b.) direction is magnetically easy (hard) [30]. The axial symmetry is broken by the term150

proportional to Ka, with Ka ≈ 0 for the e.a.s. case and Ka 6= 0 to the a.s.b. case. We have151

choosen coordinate systems for treating the two configurations with the z-direction always152

along the applied field. The equilibrium configuration is obtained by minimizing Eq. (1)153

with respect to the sublattice magnetization directions (see Supplemental Material [30]).154

The dynamics are captured by the Landau-Lifshitz equations for the two sublattices:

∂MA,B

∂t
=− |γA,B|

[
MA,B ×

(
− ∂Fm

∂MA,B

)]
, (2)

where γA,B are the respective sublattice gyromagnetic ratios, assumed negative. It is conve-155

nient to employ a new primed coordinate system with equilibrium magnetizations collinear156

with ẑ′. The ensuing dynamical equations are linearized about the equilibrium configuration157
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which, on switching to Fourier space (i.e. MAx′ = mAx′eiωt and so on), lead to the coupled158

equations describing the eigenmodes expressed succinctly as a 4×4 matrix equation:(
P̃0 + P̃a

)
m̃ =0, (3)

where m̃ᵀ = [mA+ mB+ mA− mB−] with mA± ≡ mAx′ ± imAy′ and so on. The matrix P̃0159

is block diagonal in 2× 2 sub-matrices and describes the uncoupled spin-up and spin-down160

modes, distributed over both sublattices. The matrix P̃a captures axial-symmetry-breaking161

anisotropy effects, and provides the spin-nonconserving, off-diagonal terms that couple the162

two modes and underlie the hybridization physics at play. The detailed expressions for the163

matrices are provided in the Supplemental Material [30].164

For applied fields along the easy-axis (e.a.s.), the equilibrium configuration is given by165

MA = MA0ẑ and MB = −MB0ẑ, with MA0,B0 the respective sublattice saturation magneti-166

zations and MA0 &MB0. For the case of a sufficiently small field applied along the hard axis167

(a.s.b.), the equilibrium orientation of MA is orthogonal to the hard axis. With increasing168

field strength, MA moves to align with the applied field. In the considered temperature and169

field range, MB always remains essentially anticollinear to MA [38]. The initial decrease170

of the resonance mode with lower frequency (Fig. 2(e)) is associated with this evolution171

of the equilibrium configuration. The frequency dip signifies alignment of equilibrium MA172

with the z-axis. Only the Ka anisotropy term breaks axial symmetry about the equilibrium173

magnetization direction (z-axis) and leads to off-diagonal terms in P̃a, which couples the174

two modes. The coupling-mediated frequency splitting ∆fres, where uncoupled eigenmode175

frequencies would cross, is evaluated employing Eq. (3) as:

2π∆fres =ωc

√
16JM2

0

J (MA0 −MB0)
2 + Feq

, (4)

where ωc ≡ |γ||Ka|M0 is the bare coupling rate, considering γA ≈ γB ≡ γ and MA0 ≈MB0 ≡176

M0 near the compensation point. Feq, given by 16KM2
0 for H0 along an easy axis, is an177

equivalent free energy density comparable to the anisotropy contribution, parametrized by178

K. The bare coupling rate is thus enhanced by a maximum value of
√
J/K at the compensa-179

tion point yielding a greatly enlarged coupling. Hereby a small coupling of ωc = 2π ·160 MHz180

originating from a weak cubic anisotropy present in GdIG is greatly enhanced as demon-181

strated by Eq. (4) and the analytical model results displayed in Fig. 2(e), quantitatively182

describing our experimental observations. The amplification of coupling from 160 MHz to183
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several GHz is an exchange-enhancement effect [26–28, 39]. This (exchange-)enhancement is184

an embodiment of antiferromagnetic quantum fluctuations [26] predicted similarly to amplify185

magnon-mediated superconductivity [40].186

Our findings demonstrate that previously typically neglected details of the magnetocrys-187

talline anisotropy can lead to giant effects on spin-dynamics if they have the appropriate sym-188

metry and are exchange-enhanced. The ultrastrong and size-independent magnon-magnon189

coupling reported here opens exciting perspectives for studying ultrastrong coupling ef-190

fects in nanoscale devices and exploring quantum-mechanical coupling phenomena beyond191

classical electrodynamics. The reported effect also enables the tuning and tailoring of quasi-192

antiferromagnetic dynamics and magnons.193

Note added: During the preparation of the manuscript, we became aware of a related194

study showing magnon-magnon coupling in the canted antiferromagnet CrCl3 [41].195
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